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ABSTRACT




The ultra-wideband (UWB) radio core idea is to open large amounts of spectrum to a
variety of users with little mutual interference between them. While ultra-wideband
is being championed by several commercial companies, this technology has not
followed the conventional path where commercial interest is preceded by years of
academic research. This work attempts to fill in some of the gap by studying
fundamental properties of communications with impulse-based radio UWB signals.
We study jam resistance and capacity of UWB. Jam resistance is analyzed for
binary pulse position modulation (PPM) with the interference being modeled as
correlated Gaussian. Closed-form expressions are provided for the jam resistance
of a PPM UWB system utilizing rectangular pulses. Simple approximations are
obtained for special cases (narrowband interference). Such analysis is extended to
other practical UWB waveforms such as Gaussian and Rayleigh monocycles. It
is shown that under some conditions, the UWB jam resistance is superior to that
of direct sequence spread spectrum (DS-SS). In the second part of this work, we
study the capacity of the single-user UWB communication systems utilizing M-ary
PPM and bi-phase as well as on-off keying modulation scheme over additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN) and multipath channels. Starting from the known capacity
of M-ary modulated signals, the computation of UWB capacity over the AWGN
channel takes into account UWB specific constraints. The constraints are the power
spectrum density limitation under Federal Communications Commission (FCC) Part
15 rules and the spreading ratio required to achieve a specified jam resistance level.
UWB capacity over AWGN channel is expressed as a function of spreading ratio
and communication range. Trade-offs between capacity and range of communications
and between capacity and spreading ratio are explored. We extend the study of
capacity of UWB communications to the multipath channel using the modified S-V
model proposed by the IEEE 802.15.3a task group. The complementary cumulative
distribution function (CCDF) of the capacities, subject to the FCC power spectral
density (PSD) limitation, are obtained for the all Rake (ARake) and selective Rake
(SRake) receivers. In both of the cases, maximum ratio combining is employed.
Finally, the capacity of multiple-access UWB communications is studied over the
AWGN channel. Under certain assumptions, the multiple-access noise component at
the receiver is modeled as Gaussian. An expression for the UWB capacity of the
multiple-access channel is developed as a function of number of users.
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The expansion of information services in the last decade has affected the way we live
and work. At present, the Internet continues to grow faster than any other global
infrastructure in history. Parallel to the Internet, we have witnessed a phenomenal
growth in wireless communications. Third generation (3G) wireless systems are
designed to bring wireless data connections to mobile users. However, economical
and architectural considerations as well as data rates limited to 2 Mb/s, severely
limit the ability of 3G to provide tetherless Internet connections to densely packed
users such as in hotels or airports.
Short-range wireless (SRW) is an alternative class of emerging technologies
designed primarily for indoor use over very short distances [1]. SnW is intended
to provide fast (tens or hundreds of megabits per second) and low cost, cableless
connections to the Internet. SnW features transmission powers of several microwatts
up to microwatts yielding a communication range between 10 and 100 meter. SnW
will provide connectivity to portable devices such as laptops, PDAs, cell phones, and
others.
Short-range communications requirements lead to the emergence of a new
category of networks referred to as personal area networks (PAN). PAN is designed for
low power and low cost at the expense of range. New standards, such as Bluetooth
and HomenF, are being created to regulate short-range wireless communications.
Ultra-wideband (UWB) is an emerging new technology that shows great potential for
SnW applications.
UWB is almost two decades old, but used mainly in limited radar or
position-location devices. Recent advancements in wireless communications generated
1
2a renewed interest in UWB techniques. The fundamental principle of this technology
is that a short pulse is generated, transmitted, received, and processed.
1.1 UWB Characteristics
The term "ultra-wideband" is referred to the spectral characteristics of this
technology. Since the pulse width in UWB system is on the order of a nanosecond,
according to the Fourier transform theory, such pulse occupies the frequency spectrum
from near DC to a few gigahertz. UWB technology currently is defined by the
Federal Communications Commissions (FCC) as any transmission scheme in which
the fractional bandwidth B1 is greater than 0.2 or the transmission bandwidth is
more than 500MHz [2]. In the definition, the fractional bandwidth is determined as
where IL  is the lower and IH is the higher -10 dB points in a spectrum, respectively.
The traditional impulse-based radio UWB technology has been developed over
two decades when the original UWB signal definition was borrowed from the UWB
nadar literature, where UWB is defined on the B1 . In the impulse-based radio UWB
system, by transmitting the narrow pulses, the system uses all the frequency band
simultaneously. Given the new definition in [2], UWB can apply to any technology
that uses more than 500MHz spectrum. An alternative method emerging today uses
a multiband approach in which information is encoded in multiple RF subbands at
the same time, each occupying 500 MHz bandwidth.
In this dissertation, our research work is focusing on the traditional impulse-
based radio UWB. In such system, the information data is encoded into the single
pulse or pulse train by certain modulation scheme. The typical modulation well-suited
for the impulse UWB is the pulse position modulation. For example, to convey the
binary information, when the data symbol is "T, a small time-shift is added to the
3pulse train contained in a symbol duration, while there is no time shift when the data
symbol is "0" . Besides PPM, another two binary modulation scheme, bi-phase and
on-off keying, are introduced as the alternatives for PPM in many UWB research
literatures.
Time hopping is used in UWB as a multiple-access method. Multiple users
can access the same bandwidth by each user having a distinct periodic pulse shift
pattern. If the PPM scheme is employed in UWB system, these shift pattern generate
an additional random-like time shift in addition to the PPM [3, 4].
The benefits of UWB technology are driven from its unique characteristics, these
characteristics are:
• High data rate within the short range.
From information theory, the large bandwidth is needed to transmit high data
rate. The extreme wide bandwidth of UWB signals implies that such systems
has great potential to provide high data rate. For example, our research work
shows that for 1GHz channel bandwidth, UWB can achieve a data rate of 100
Mbits/s at a range of 20 m to 50 m, with a transmitted signal power of less
than -41 dBm/MHz (FCC part 15 limit). This feature make UWB a promising
technology for short-range wireless communications.
• High immunity to multipath.
UWB short duration waveforms are relatively immune to multipath cancellation
effects as observed in-building environments. Multipath cancellation occurs
when a strong reflected wave - e.g., off of a wall, ceiling, vehicle, building, etc.
- arrives partially totally out of phase with the direct path signal, causing a
reduced amplitude response in the receiver. With very short pulses, the direct
path has come and gone before the reflected path arrives and no cancellation
occurs. It enable UWB signal well suited to operate in indoor environment with
4applications like short-range wireless communications. In addition, multipath
can be resolved easily by the UWB narrow pulses. Instead of discard those
"echo" signals, by using the Rake receiver and the appropriate combining
technique, the multipath component can be captured and added up together to
enhance the signal-to-noise ratio at the receiver.
• Large processing gain and high covertness.
UWB is a class of spread spectrum signal. It has a wide instantaneous
bandwidth which is much larger than the bandwidth needed to transmit
information [5]. In UWB system, the spread spectrum effect is generated
directly by the extreme short pulses. It results in properties of the high
covertness and large processing gain in UWB signals.
• Low cost, low power and small size.
Most UWB device producers'goals are looking for the low cost, low power, small
size design. This is also the trend of the whole wireless industry's bandwidth
is inversely related to pulse duration, the spectral extent of these waveforms
can be made quite large. With proper engineering design, the resultant energy
densities (i.e., transmitted Watts of power per unit Hertz of bandwidth) can be
quite low. Among the most important advantages of UWB technology, however,
are those of low system complexity and low cost. UWB systems can be made
nearly "all-digital", with minimal RF or microwave electronics. Despite of the
inherent reason, low power and low cost can be achieved because the electronic
can be completely integrated in CMOS without any inductive component. The
antennas can be equally small and can be driven directly by CMOS.
High jam resistance, low power, immunity to multipath effects and overlay
capability with other narrowband and wideband users make UWB very attractive
for short-range applications.
51.2 UWB Regulation and Standardization
Since UWB sends the pulses across such a broad frequency range and because the
pulse are so short (a nanosecond), it is very likely that UWB will cover the frequency-
band of existing systems, such as wireless LAN's [6]. If the emissions from UWB
devices are regulated to avoid causing significant interference to other services, then
it becomes possible to allow UWB systems to operate on an unlicensed basis to enable
UWB technology to support a diverse range of applications.
UWB is being promoted for non-licensed operation under Part 15 of the FCC
Rules. This part commonly covers such consumer items as laptop, hair dryer, cordless
phone, personal computers and garage door openers, that cannot conveniently be
licensed. In order to minimize interference to licensed services, Part 15 devices are
subject to significant constraints including the power and limitations and operations
on a non-interference basis [7].
Since the 1990s, Federal Communications Commission (FCC) in US has been
active in regulating UWB devices. In September 1998, the FCC initiated a Notice
of Inquiry (NO) to investigate the operation of ultra-wideband radio systems on an
unlicensed basis under Part 15 rules. In May 2000, the FCC published a Notice of
Proposed nule Making (NPRM) on the revision of its Part 15 rules to include UWB
systems. In its NPRM, the FCC tentatively proposed that UWB emission above
approximately 2 GHz should comply with the normal Part 15 limits and that UWB
emission below approximately 2 GHz be attenuated at least 12 dB below the Part 15
limits. After that, The FCC issued the requested three waivers for a limited number
of each of three low power UWB devices, among them includes Time Domain's waiver
for a limited number of life-saving, through-wall radar vision devices for use by the
law enforcement and public safety communities.
Recently, The FCC Report and Order, issued in February 2002, allocated 7.5
GHz of the spectrum for the unlicensed use of UWB devices in the 3.1 — 10.6 GHz
frequency band [2]. UWB deployment in various applications was approved in [2] by
limiting the average and peak emissions. The impact of UWB signals on a victim
receiver appears to depend on the randomness of the UWB signal and the relationship
between the pulse repetition frequency (PnF) of the UWB signals and the bandwidth
of the receiver. If the pulse PRF is much larger than the bandwidth of the victim
receiver, the emission of UWB signal may appear to be the random noise, the effect
of UWB signal is proportional to the average power in UWB signal within the victim
receiver's bandwidth. However, if the PnF is much less than the victim receiver's
bandwidth, the UWB signal may appear to the receiver as impulse noise and the effect
of UWB signal will be proportional to the peak power of the UWB signal. In order to
reduce the potential for UWB emitters to cause the harmful interference under any
circumstance, FCC conclude that it is necessary to regulate both the average and
peak power emission levels [2].
The average power emission limit rules the power spectral density (PSD)
measured in a 1 MHz bandwidth at the output of an isotropic transmitter antenna.
Fig. 1.1 shows a mask representing the average PSD regulated by the FCC for indoor
communications applications. The average PSD limit within the 3.1 — 10.6GHz
frequency band comply with the FCC Part 15 limit for unlicence device, which is
—41dBm/MHz. Additional PSD limits have been placed below 2 GHz and above
10.6 to protect critical applications such as GPS. Also in [2], FCC regulates that
UWB emissions have to comply with the peak emission limit of 0 dBm/50 MHz.
FCC measurement shows the ratio of the peak-to-average power is proportional to
PRF-1. When PRF > 1 MHz, UWB emissions with the average emission limit —41
dBm/MHz also meet the peak emission limit 0 dBm/50 MHz. When PnF< 1 MHz,
the UWB transmissions at the average emission limit will exceed the peak emission
limit [2]. Thus UWB emissions are average limited for PRFs greater than 1 MHz and
peak-limited for PRFs below 1MHz.
Due to the unique characteristics of the UWB signals, the emerging UWB
technology became an alternative potential solution for the IEEE 802.15 3a (TG3a)
standard. The purpose of this standard is to provide a specification for a low
complexity, low-cost, low-power consumption and high-date rate wireless connectivity
for wireless personal-area network (WPAN). The date rate must be higher than 110
Mb/s to meet the demands for WPAN applications, such as personal digital assistants
(PDAs), handheld personal computers (HPCs), as well as wireless home networking
and so on. In addition, a new and complementary interest group to IEEE 802.15
3a was recently formed within IEEE 802.15.4 (1G4) to analyze the potential for a
standard specifying a low-rate, low-power and low-cost WPAN technology based on
UWB.
81.3 Overview of the Dissertation
The work presented in this dissertation is intended to study the fundamental aspects
of UWB communications. The goal is to achieve a better understanding of the UWB
performance in the presence of narrowband/wideband cochannel interference and of
the theoretical bounds of UWB communications, as well as to develop techniques that
will allow UWB to approach the communications bounds predicted by theory.
Chapter 2 introduces the general M-ary modulated UWB signal model. First,
the various pulse waveforms utilizing in UWB system are described, and the temporal
and spectral characteristics of those pulses are given. After that, the UWB signal
model are obtained by defining various parameters used in this dissertation. The
performance analysis in the following chapters is based on these pulse waveforms and
signal model.
Chapter 3 describes the UWB channel model proposed by IEEE 802.15.3a task
group. An UWB link budget is calculated based on the appropriate path loss model
for UWB emissions. The performance of uncoded UWB system over the AWGN
channel are studied.
Chapter 4 analyzes the performance of UWB communications in the presence
of interference. The interference is modeled as a zero mean random process with
constant power spectral density over a certain bandwidth. At the core of the UWB
concept is the ability to cohabit the frequency spectrum with other signals. this means
that both UWB communications will not be disturbed by cochannel interference and
conversely, UWB signals will not be a source of interference to other applications
in the same frequency range. While these requirements are well understood, not
much analysis was published to flesh out the details. We refer to the ability to
perform UWB communications in the presence of the interference as jam resistance.
The implicit assumption has been that UWB has properties similar to conventional
spread spectrum communications (such as direct sequence or frequency hopping),
9namely that the jam resistance is proportional to the processing gain given by the
ratio of signal bandwidth to information bandwidth. Hence the constraint on the
duty cycle to meet a specified jam resistance. In our work, we found that the reality
about jam resistance of UWB is more complex than previously assumed. In fact, we
have shown that UWB PPM signals are significantly more jam resistant than direct
sequence spread spectrum for narrowband interference (the likely practical case for
UWB) [8, 9].
Chapter 5 computes the channel capacity of M-ary modulated single-user UWB
communications. Two scenarios of the transmission channel are considered: AWGN
channel and multipath channel. One of the main promises of UWB is to speed up
wireless data transfer rates. Data rates of 40 Mbps to 8 Eps have been mentioned,
but no analysis has been made available as to what is actually possible from a
theoretical point of view. Our goal is to develop an understanding of the role of
various parameters on the channel capacity of UWB communications. A literature
search revealed work on PPM capacity done in the context of wireless infrared and
optical channels [10, 11]. This work is applicable as a starting point for the analysis
of the capacity of the UWB channel with PPM modulation. As the comparison,
the capacity for the UWB system using bi-phase and on-off keying are also given
in this chapter. The computation of UWB capacity for AWGN channel takes into
account UWB specific constraints. The constraints are the power spectrum density
limitation under FCC Part 15 rules and the spreading ratio required to achieve a
specified jam resistance level. UWB capacity in AWGN channel is expressed as
a function of spreading ratio and communication range. Also in this chapter, we
extend the study of the UWB capacity into the multipath channel. The channel
model used in this study is the modified Saleh-Valenzuela (S-V) model we described in
Chapter 3. The performance analysis of the Rake receiver is conducted for an general
L-tap nake receiver when the maximum ratio combining (MRC) is employed. By
10
assuming the channel information is perfectly known at the receiver, the instantaneous
capacity conditional on the channel information is developed for UWB system using
M-ary modulation scheme. Due to the channel fading effect, such instantaneous
capacities corresponding to the different channel realization are the random variables
The complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF) of the capacities are
obtained for all Rake (ARake) receiver and selective Rake (Snake) receiver. Similar
as the capacity over AWGN channel, outage capacity (such as 10% outage) of the
UWB system over the multipath channel are illustrated as a function of spreading
ratio and communication range subject to the FCC power spectral density (PSD)
limitation. Due to the possible inter-symbol-interference (IASI) which occurs when the
spreading ratio is too small, our study shows the trade off between the capacity and
spreading ratio over the multipath channel are different from AWGN channel.
Chapter 6 studies the capacity for multiple-access UWB system over AWGN
channel. Under certain assumptions, the multiple-access noise component at the
receiver is modeled Gaussian. The capacity for multiple-access UWB system is derived
from signal-to-noise ratio (SNn) considerations. A certain SNR is required to achieve
a specified bit error probability (BEP). The noise floor raises with the number of
users. Unlike the single-user capacity over AWGN channel in Chapter 5, capacity
for multiple-access UWB system is developed as a function of the number of users.
We assume UWB transmissions utilizing a rectangular pulse. It should be mentioned
that the same analysis can be extended to other practical waveforms.
Chapter 7 summarizes the observations throughout this dissertation and suggest
the future research for UWB communications.
CHAPTER 2
UWB SIGNAL MODEL
Impulse radio-based UWB is a fundamentally different information-transmission
technique from today's modulated continuous-wave RF-carrier signals. The basic
concept of UWB is to transmit and receive an extremely short duration burst of radio
frequency (RF) energy - typically a few tens of picoseconds (trillionths of a second)
to a few nanoseconds (billionths of a second) in duration. These bursts represent
from one to only a few cycles of an RF pulse wave. The resultant waveforms are
extremely broadband, so much so that it is often difficult to determine an actual RF
center frequency - thus, UWB is called as "carrier-free" [12]. In such UWB system,
the information data is encoded in the sequence of the UWB pulses in a variety
of methods. The most popular modulation schemes developed to date for UWB
are the pulse position modulation (PPM), on-off keying and the binary phase-shift
keying (BPSK), also called bi-phase. In this chapter, first some basic pulse waveforms
utilizing in the UWB system are introduced, then the UWB signal models using the
different modulations mentioned above are proposed.
2.1 UWB Waveforms
The pulse waveform in UWB systems is constrained by FCC regulation 47 CFR
Section 15.5(d), which states that "Intentional radiators that produce class B
emissions (damped wave) are prohibited". Various non-damped waveforms have been
proposed for impulse radio including Gaussian [4], Rayleigh, Laplacian and Cubic
monocycles [13]. In general, the goal is to obtain a flat frequency spectrum of the
transmitted signal over the bandwidth of the pulse and to avoid a DC component.





The rectangular pulse is not best suited for UWB applications, but is considered since
it enables to obtain closed-form expressions when the performance analysis is studied.




The practical waveforms utilizing in UWB system can be grouped in two category
according the symmetrical characteristic in time. The Gaussian and Laplacian
monocycle are even in time, while the Rayleigh and Cubic monocycle are odd. In this
dissertation, we will focus on the study of the performance for a UWB communications
system utilizing Gaussian and nayleigh waveform. These two practical waveform have
the complex mathematical formats and they are difficult to obtain a closed-form
analysis, but the performance can still be studied by computer-aided numerical
analysis.
Comparing with a rectangular waveform, the principal characteristic of the
practical monocycle signals is that they have zero DC content to allow them to radiate
effectively. The time domain representation of the Gaussian monocycle, pga (t), is [13]:
1 4
The effective bandwidth is defined as W — ILA, where hi and IL are the
frequencies measured at the -10 dB emission points. Following the same numerical
computation for -3 dB bandwidth in [13], our numerical evaluation shows that the
Gaussian and nayleigh monocycles have the —10 dB effective bandwidths:
Since pulse width Tp = 7a, the bandwidth Wga and Wra are related to Bp as following:
15
Figure 2.3 Frequency spectrums of UWB monocycles.
2.2 UWB Signal Model and Assumptions
In this section, a signal model for the UWB communications system are proposed,
in which the output of a k-bit source is encoded into M-ary signal wave form. This
general signal model could he modified according to an Mary PPM as well as the
hi-phase and on-off keying signaling. Specially, for the PPM, only the orthogonal
Mary PPM signaling is studied, the overlapping PPM is not under consideration in
this dissertation.
2. The parameter Bp  is the numher of the UWB pulses transmitted for each data
symbol, and it is related to UWB pulse repetition frequency (PRF) (defined as
PRF=1/Tf ) as PRF = Bps. Obviously for certain symbol rate R,, the UWB
system with the lower PRF will encounter less inter-pulse-interference (IPI)
over the practical channel (multipath channel). From this point of view, Bp
should he chosen as small as possible to get the low PRF UWB transmission
and the ideal case for the minimum IPI is Bp = 1, which means the pulse
repetition time T1 = T, and PRF = R, accordingly. However such ideal case is
not allowable for R, < 1 MHz hy FCC regulations on UWB average and peak
power limit. In [2], FCC measurement shows the ratio of the peak-to-average
power is proportional to PRF1 . When PnF > 1 MHz, UWB emissions with
the average power —41 dBm/MHz (average emission limit) also meet the peak
emission limit (lower than 0 dBm/50 MHz). When PnF< 1 MHz, the UWB
transmissions at the average emission limit will exceed the peak emission limit
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[2]. Thus for the UWB system with R, > 1 MHz, Bp  could he chosen as 1 to
get the minimum IPI over the multipath channel, at the meantime PRF is still
high (PRF = R3 > 1 MHz) for UWB emission to meet hoth average and peak
emission limit. For the other case, when Rs < 1 MHz, instead of BA = 1, more
pulses are transmitted in each symhol time. By doing this, PRF is increased to
achieve the lower peak-to-average ratio, thus UWB signal emitted at average
emission limit could meet the lowered peak power limit. For the purpose of less
IPI, Bp will he the minimum integer that meet PRF = BAR, > 1 MHz.
3. In the previous section, the time duration ; of UWB monocycle p(t) is defined
as interval contains 99.99 % of the total energy in the monocycle. Without loss
of generality, we assume p(t) exists only over the time interval 0 < t < Tn . The
effective handwidth of pulse p(t) is defined as W = IH — fro,, where fH and fr
are the frequencies measured at the -10 dB emission points. The bandwidth
W is related to pulse width TA as W = cap , and c N 3 for Gaussian and
Rayleigh monocycle. According to the FCC regulation, the effective bandwidth
W of the UWB signal should not exceed the range of 3.1 — 10.6 GHz. In this
dissertation, UWB system is considered operating in two possihle frequency
hand as proposed recently in [14] to IEEE 802.15 3a group: low hand from 3.1
GHz to 5.15 GHz or high hand from 5.825 GHz to 10.6 GHz. Even though the
dual-hand mode (UWB signal can work in hoth of the two hands with duplexer)
was also mentioned in [14], the dual-hand mode will be not considered in study.
In [5], the effective handwidth W which was defined ahove is also called Fourier
handwidth. The notion of Fourier bandwidth will he used for W instead of effective
bandwidth in the remainder of the paper for the consistency with [5]. Also in [5], A
Shannon handwidth B is defined as one half the minimum numher of dimensions per
second required to represent the modulated signal in a signal space. Simply speaking,
the Shannon bandwidth is associated with symhol duration T, as B = N / (2T,), where
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B is the dimensionality of the signal. As examples, the M-ary PPM signal has the
B = M dimensionality, the Shannon bandwidth B for the M-ary PPM signal then is
B = M1(2Ts). For the hi-phase and on-off keying signal, hoth of them has B = 1,
therefore the Shannon handwidth B for these two signals is B = 1/(2B8 ).
In UWB system with symbol duration B s , the value of the Shannon handwidth
B can be interpreted as the minimum bandwidth required to transmit uncoded
signal, and the Fourier bandwidth W is the actual bandwidth used by UWB system.
According to the definition in [5], UWB is spread spectrum in the sense that the
UWB handwidth W B. The motivation for spread spectrum UWB is twofold: (1)
attain specified level of transmitted power suhject to power density constraints set
hy FCC Part 15 regulation, (2) attain specified level of resistance to other in-hand
emissions (jam resistance).
In [5], spreading ratio p for the spread spectrum system is straightforwardly
defined as the ratio of the Fourier handwidth W to the Shannon handwidth B, e.g.:
Since in our research, the Fourier bandwidth W of UWB are given as either the
low band (W = 3.1-5.15 GHz) or high band (W = 5.825-10.6 GHz.), it is of interest
to develop the relationships hetween the spreading ratio p with system parameters
such as symbol rate Rs and data rate Rb. From the definition of R, 11B,, 2T,B = B
and (2.9), we can ohtain:
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The spreading ratio p given in (2.9) are defined in the the frequency domain.
Since two handwidths in (2.9), W and B, are related to two duration parameters in
the time domain, Tr and Ts
 respectively, here we also define a parameter 0 as
So that 0 can he viewed as an alternative of spreading ratio p in the time domain.
Even though 0 is not equal to p in quantity, hoth of them represent how much the
spectrum is spread hy using the narrow pulse waveforms in UWB system. 0 is related
to p as
As shown in (2.13), the only difference hetween the value of 0 and p is a factor
determined hy modulated signal dimensionality B and time-handwidth product c of
the UWB pulse waveform. In our following research, either 0 or p will he used depend
on whether we perform the analysis in the time domain or in the frequency domain.
2.3 Chapter Summary
In first part of this chapter, some pulse waveforms utilizing in the UWB system,
including the rectangular pulse and monocycles, are described. The temporal and
spectral characteristics of these pulses are given. In the following chapters, the
analysis of interference suppression and channel capacity are developed firstly for the
UWB system utilizing the rectangular pulse, then extended to the UWB monocycles.
From this study, the result shows that performance of UWB in the presence of
interference are different for the UWB system utilizing the different pulse waveform.
The future work is intended to develop the waveform design for anti-jammer, low
prohahility of intercept, and high capacity.
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At the second part, a general Mary modulated UWB signal model is proposed.
Various parameters in the signal model are defined. The performance analysis in the
following chapters are based on this signal model.
CHAPTER 3
UWB CHANNEL MODEL
Numhers of UWB channel models have heen proposed to IEEE 802.15.3a task group
for the channel modeling as part of the physical layer (PHY) proposal in the future
UWB communications standards. Most of the proposed models are hased on the
propagation measurements performed for indoor UWB channels. Among them, the
stochastic tapped delay line (STDL) propagation model for UWB indoor channel
given hy [15] are frequently adopted hy numerous UWB research papers. Another
popular channel model proposed hy Intel is a S-V model with a lognormal fading
distrihution on the channel responds amplitudes [16]. Recently, an modified S-V
model was recommended for UWB communications by the channel modeling suh-
committee of IEEE 802.15.3a task group. It is quit likely that this modified S-V
model will he accepted in the future standards to evaluate the performance of UWB
PHY layer. In this dissertation, we use this modified S-V model to conduct the UWB
performance analysis over multipath channel.
3.1 Path Loss, Shadowing and Multipath Model
The path loss model PL is given by:
where 11 is the power attenuation exponent and A is the wavelength corresponding
to the working frequency I. In an environment dense with obscuring ohjects, the
received signal strength approximately follows d4-dependency with distance d. At
short range such as several meters, the transmission is dominated by the direct signal
path (d-2 dependency). In the suh-committee final report ahout the UWB channel
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modeling, IEEE P802.15 3a task group proposed to adopt the free space loss model
(n = 2). People who use this model are allowed to justify parameters and estimate
the required link margins for particular applications and deployment scenarios [17].
In our research, we calculate the UWB link budget hased on the model given in (3.1)
with n = 2.
Derived from the S-V model with some modifications, an UWB multipath
channel model are proposed hy IEEE P802.15 3a based on the ohservation of the
clustering phenomenon as following [17]:
where he ,p is the multipath gain coefficients. tp is the delay of the path cluster, hq,p
is the delay of the gth multipath component relative to the path cluster arrive time
Sp. xrepresents the log-normal shadowing with the standard deviation (A. The
distributions of Sp and re ,p are depend on two parameters, cluster arrive rate A and
ray arrive rate A, given by:
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where C2 0 is the mean energy of the first path of the first cluster, F and -y are the
cluster decay factor and the ray decay factor respectively.
Based on the practical channel measurement reported hy the channel model
contrihutions to IEEE 802.15 3a task group, the channel parameters in ahove models
are determined to match the measured channel characteristics. In [17], four channel
models for different channel scenarios (line-of-sight (LOS) or no-line-of-sight (NLOS),
T-R separation within 0 — 4m or 4 —10m) are provided. More detailed channel model
adopted hy IEEE 802.15 3a task group is availahle in [17].
By denoting Tk = tp  - Tq,p, ahove multipath channel model can he classified into
the general tap-delay-line model given hy:
where Tk is the delay of the kth multipath and hk is the correspondent multipath
gain. K is the total resolvahle multipath numher with K = PQ. The maximum
delay spread of the multipath channel is Am . Note that the realization of h(t) in (3.6)
is totally same as h(t) in (3.2). In this paper, (3.6) was used instead of (3.2) in order
to get the simpler expression in following analysis. In addition, the channel energy is
3.2 UWB Link Budget
In Fehruary 2002, FCC puhlished "First Order and Report" to permit and regulate
UWB emissions for the certain type applications. In the report, UWB signals in
the communication system should comply with the existing Part 15 limits and must
operate in the frequency band of 3.1 GHz-10.6 GHz [2]. In this section, hased on the
path loss model recommended hy IEEE 802.15.3a task group, the UWB link hudget
calculations is carried out assuming compliance with FCC Part 15 rules.
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The commonly used link budget equation for narrowband emissions with center
frequency I is:
where Pt is transmitted signal power; Pr is received power at distance cl At and Gr
are antenna gains for the transmitter and receiver respectively, both assumed 0 dB.
The path loss PL is given in (3.1) with n = 2.
Since the received power in (3.7) is a function of frequency, and the bandwidth
is too wide to ignore power variations across the band, we evaluate the UWB received
power from
In two hand UWB system which we consider in this dissertation, IL = 3.1 GHz
and fH = 5.15 GHz is for low hand, while 5.825 GHz and H = 10.6 GHz
is corresponding to the high band. From (3.9), it can he observed that the wider
frequency bandwidth the UWB signal occupy, the more signal power loss it has due
to the path loss.
To properly detect and decode the received signal, the receiver requires a certain
minimum SNR. If we consider only thermal noise as the primary source of interference,
hr
definition where k is the Boltzmann's constant 1.38 x 10 -23 Joules/K, T is the room
temperature (typically taken as 300 K), and F is the noise figure (optimistically)
assumed F = 7 dB. The noise power for a UWB receiver with handwidth W then
can he calculated hy NKW . As a result, noise power for the low hand UWB system
is 80 dBm, and noise power —77 dBm can be obtained for the high band system
For the UWB system with the symhol energy E5 , the SNR per symhol (after
demodulation SNn) is 0,0 = 2ES/N0, where N0/2 is the two-sided noise power spectral
density. Under the assumptions listed in Chapter 2, the average SNn at the input to
the receiver is given hy
where TS is the symhol duration. Since we have the 2TSB = B and p = W/O, for the
UWB system with spreading ratio p, SNRin  is related to 70 as following:
A specified hit error probahility performance determines the required SNn 7 0 ,
which in turn sets the requirement for input SNn, SNn D . The required sensitivity of
the receiver is given by:
where all quantities are expressed in dBm or dB. In order to get the desired
performance at a distance d, the received signal power should he equal or larger than
the sensitivity, viz., Prude) > S. From (3.8) and (3.13), we can get relations hetween
system parameters such as the spreading ratio p and the maximum communications
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range Amax• For the Mary modulated signal, the data rate Kb  is ohtained hy
Kb = log2
 Macs . Since we have the definition T8 = N/(2B) and B = W/ p, given the
UWB handwidth W, the transmitted data rate Kb for Mary modulated system can
relation and (3.12), we have the following relation hetween the data rate and SNRin
where 0,0
 is the required SNR after demodulation for specified BEP performance over
AWGN channel. Since SNRin
 is function of distance d and related to received power
Pr
 as shown in (3.11), data rate Kb can also he expressed as a function of distance d.
Figure 3.1 and Fig. 3.2 demonstrate the trade-off hetween data rate and range
for an uncoded Mary PPM UWB communication system with the low hand and high
hand respectively. The figures show the maximum range (suhject to FCC Part 15
emission restrictions) at which the required signal to noise ratio 'yo is still met as a
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function of the data rate. The 7o requirement is computed for BEP = 10 -6 . From
Fig. 3.1 and Fig. 3.2, it can he observed that for the UWB uncoded system with
the same modulation scheme, at the certain distance d, low hand UWB system can
achieve higher Rb than the high hand system. this result is due to the smaller path
loss in low hand UWB comparing with the high hand UWB system.
3.3 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, a modified S-V model is described. This model is proposed by IEEE
802.15.3a task group and will he used in our following analysis. An UWB link budget
is calculated hased on the free space path loss model. As a result, an uncoded M-ary
modulated UWB performance is studied over AWGN channel.
CHAPTER 4
INTERFERENCE SUPPRESSION IN UWB SYSTEM
Since gigahertz unoccupied slices of bandwidth are not availahle at microwave
frequencies, under FCC regulations UWB radio must be treated as spurious
interference to all other communication systems. In addition, UWB radios operating
over the densely populated frequency range helow a few gigahertz, must contend with
a variety of interfering signals. These important requirements hint to similarities
hetween UWB and the well-known spread spectrum technology. Like UWB systems,
spread spectrum signals for digital communications have their beginnings in military
communication due to: (1) their jam resistance capahilities and (2) low power spectral
density, which makes them difficult to detect/intercept hy an unintended listener.
necent results show that UWB signals have a lower detectahility distance than certain
commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) spread spectrum systems with similar ohservation
intervals, thus making UWB more covert than existing COTS systems [18].
Covertness is only one aspect of interest in comparing UWB to conventional
constant-envelope spread spectrum modulations (such as direct sequence). Another
characteristic of interest is the jam resistance capahility. Jam resistance ability is
measured by the processing gain defined in this context as the ratio of output and
input signal-to-interference ratios. In this paper, we are concerned with analyzing jam
resistance properties of UWB systems and comparing them to those of direct-sequence
spread spectrum (DS-SS).
Processing gain of hoth UWB and DS-SS systems is ohtained as a result
of nonlinear filtering operations. With traditional DS-SS, the wide handwidth is
achieved hy modulating the data message with a pseudo-noise (PN) sequence. The
detected output signal-to-noise ratio is usually improved by the processing gain, which
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is specified to he the ratio of the PN sequence chip duration to the information hit
duration or equivalently, the processing gain is approximately the ratio of handwidths
of the spread spectrum and the information. This processing gain is ohtained as a
result of the PN property and the narrow chip of the modulating sequence. Unlike
DS-SS, the spread handwidth of the UWB waveform is generated directly and not
hy modulation with a separate spreading sequence. Thus, UWB is essentially a
time-domain concept. The processing gain of UWB is due to the extremely short
pulse, which generates a very wide instantaneous handwidth signal, and is achieved
at the receiver hy time-gating matched to the pulse duration. Traditional DS-SS has
a constant envelope with a 100% duty cycle and a peak power P
- peak equal to the
average power Pay . With UWB, the pulse duration is extremely short with respect
to the pulse repetition time resulting in pulse peak powers hundreds of time larger
than the average power. To compare the performance of UWB and DS-SS, assume
that they have the same average power Pa, (average power constraint), the same
information sequence bit interval Kb and that hoth are suhject to an interference with
average power Pj . Performance is assumed interference limited, hence the effect of
additive white Gaussian noise is neglected. As the two systems have the same input
signal-to-interference ratio (SIR), performance can be compared hased only on the
output SIR.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.1 introduces the system model.
The UWB performance analysis is developed in section 4.2. Comparison with DS-SS
is carried out in section 4.3. Finally, conclusions and future works are provided in
section 4.4 .
4.1 System Model
In this study of UWB interference suppression, a single-user UWB is considered.
The general signal model for the single-user UWB is given in (2.8). To simplify the
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theoretical analysis of jam resistance performance, we make the following additional
assumptions:
1. No time-hopping code is used, i.e., en = 0.
2. To derive the performance of UWB in the presence of interference, we assume
2-PPM symbols. The pulse position time shift for data "1" equals the pulse
width, i.e., PPM = Bp .
3. The parameter Np  is the number of UWB pulses transmitted for each data
symbol. For simplicity, and without loss of generality, we assume that for each
data symhol, a single UWB pulse is transmitted (Bp  = 1). This assumption
implies the hit interval Tb = T 1. Since we consider the hinary PPM, symhol
time T8 is equal to Tb, thus we have Ts = T1 and B, = Bp.
Based on above assumptions, the general UWB signal model given in (2.8) can
be modified to the hinary PPM signal of a single user S (S). Therefore, over a hit
interval (n — 1)Tb < S < nTb , — co < n < Do , S (S) can he written [4]:
The parameters Bp, T1 and Tp have the same definition as in (2.8). In addition, the
parameter 8 is the information binary sequence, e.g., 8 = (0, 1).
Here the system performance is assumed interference limited. The effect of the
thermal noise is neglected. The interference is represented hy J(S), then the signal at
the receiver is
The optimal receiver for a single user using UWB communications as defined
so far, is a pulse correlation receiver. The template waveform used in the correlation
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With those assumptions, the signal received over a bit interval (n — 1)Tb < S <
nTb , —ooh < n < oo, is given by
R(S) = JEpp(S — T1 — 6T) J(S), 	 (4.8)
where 6 E {0,1} is the information hit.
The cross-correlation foal f p(S — ATp )v(S)dt over the pulse interval T1 between the
UWB pulse and the template at the receiver is 1 for 6 = 0 and —1 for 6 = 1. Hence,
the correlator output corresponding to an information hit is given by:
	Y(nTb) =	 TarnbR(S)V(t — nTf))dS
(n-1 )Kb
	= 	 Be + Ann), (4.9)
where + X, corresponds to the transmitted information hit '1' and '0', respectively,
and j(nTb) represents the interference component.
Since Tb = T (we assume Np = 1), the interference component at the output
of the correlator can be expressed by:
nKf
i(alb) = f 	 J(S)V(S — nTf)AS.
(n-1)K1
(4.10)
The processing gain is defined as the ratio of the output to the input SIR,
PG = Sprout 
SIRin
(4.11)
The Jam resisSance JR is defined as the margin that the processing gain provides
ahove the minimum SIR, SIRD required to meet system performance specs:
JR = PG — SIRD . 	 (4.12)
Let the power of a specified interference waveform J(S) at the receiver input he
Pj , and the signal power he P. The signal power can he expressed P s = Bb/Tb where
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Bb is the energy per information hit. Since Bb = Ep (we assume Bp = 1), then the
input SIR is given hy
4.2 Performance Analysis
In this chapter, performance of UWB communications in presence of interference are
explored for the systems utilizing the different pulse waveform. The analysis is first
developed for UWB communications using rectangular pulse, then extended to the
system with the monocycles.
4.2.1 Jam Resistance with Rectangular Pulse
The mathematic model of UWB rectangular pulse p re(t)is given in (2.1). At the
receiver, the corresponding template signal is
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have
SI 	 Safi r3
	rain 4,(a , 7) •Sprout 	 ape I)(oz, 7) (4.25)
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of the pulse, ry is numher of cycles of the interference carrier frequency during an UWB
pulse. Since we assume binary PPM and Bp = 1, from (2.13), = Tf/mp is related
to the UWB spreading ratio p as 0 = p/(2c) for the hinary PPM (N=2), where c is
the time-bandwidth product of the UWB pulse waveform discussed in Chapter 2.
Then after some algebraic manipulations, (4.16) can he expressed:
B[j2(kTb)] = J0 (1)(a,ry), 	 (4.19)
where,
(No, 	 = 2 (Do (a, 	 — 4) 1(a, 7) — I)2(ck, 7)•
	 (4.20)
The quantities I)0(ck, y), 4)1(a, 7), and I 2 (a, 7) are defined respectively,




cos 27r — xAx, 	 (4.21)
a 	 a 71X	 a
a 
( 1
	Ix' sin 7rx +
(a, = f 	 — 	 ) 7rx ± co  cos 27r 2 + a)dx,(4.22)
and
rag 	 Ix' sin ir(x — a) 	 7
4)2(a, 7) = 	 (1 — 	 )7rx 
— a) 
cos 27r— (x — a)dx.
-a





Since, Ep = Bb = P8Tb, = PA /W. 11 TbWA = (TpW,I) /Bp) = a13, we finally







Let us further discuss the physical meaning of the parameters a, 0 and y in
(4.26).
1. The parameter a = Wimp , serves as a measure of the ratio of bandwidths
hetween the interference and the UWB waveform. Specifically, a ---* ooh
corresponds to an interference handwidth much larger than that of the UWB
signal, and a -4 0 represents a narrowband interference. Due to filtering at the
front-end of the receiver, the cases of interest are 0 < a < 1.
2. The variable 13 = Tf/Tp , is related to spreading ratio p of a binary PPM UWB
signals as 0 = p/ (2c). As we discussed in Chapter 2, the value of c for the
rectangular pulse is c = 1, while c = 3 is for the Gaussian and Rayleigh
monocycles. Thus the processing gain of UWB with a rectangular pulse in




Since by assumption E[J(t)] = 0, clearly the mean value of the interference
component at the output of the receiver BD (nee )] = 0. From (4.15) and (4.35), the
processing gain for monocycles is given hy
where 0(a, y) is computed for either the Gaussian or Rayleigh monocycles.
Comparing the processing gain of monocycles in (4.37) with that of the
rectangular pulse in (4.26), we ohserve that they have the same format except for
the different factors Co and (I), which are determined hy the specific pulse waveform.
Similar to the analysis for rectangular pulse, we chose the parameter ,3 =
100 (corresponding spreading ratio p = 600) for computing the jam resistance of
monocycles. In Fig. 4.6, jam resistance of three types of waveforms is plotted for an
interference carrier with 0 < 7 < 1 and two values of the interference time-handwidth
product over the duration of the UWB pulse. Other than a small area when 7 > 0.8,
the suppression ability of the monocycles significantly exceeds that of the rectangular
pulse. The Gaussian pulse provides the highest overall jam resistance. For all
waveforms, the curves for a = 10-i almost overlap with those for a = 10 -3 .
4.3 Comparison of UWB and DS-SS
Communications utilizing UWB and conventional direct sequence spread spectrum
signals are similar in the sense that both use a short pulse (PN chip in DS-SS)
to get the spread spectrum effect. But, there are fundamental differences hetween
the two systems. The UWB waveform is at basehand and it does not have a
constant envelope. Conversely, DS-SS signals have a constant envelope with the
information waveform heing modulated hy a spread spectrum waveform and a carrier
frequency. Furthermore, in typical applications, the chip of DS-SS will have a much
longer duration than the UWB pulse width. Hence, the same interference with a
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certain bandwidth Wj , could be narrowhand with respect to UWB and widehand
with respect to DS-SS. For UWB, the parameter a was defined as pulse width x
interference handwidth. This definition can he extended to DS-SS, where the pulse
width is the chip time T. For DS-SS, a = BeWj . Thus a serves as a measure of
comparative handwidth hetween the interference and either system. It is of interest to
compare the performance of the two systems in the presence of interference. Notably,
the mechanisms for interference suppression are quite different. With DS-SS, the
interference is typically spread hy cross-correlation with the PN sequence and is
subsequently reduced hy low-pass filtering at the data handwidth. In contrast, with
UWB there are two mechanisms for interference suppression: (1) time windowing over
the duration of the short UWB pulse, (2) the cross correlation at the receiver of the
interference with the template (4.3) results in reduction of a narrowhand interference
due to the high correlation of the interference at times t and t — 6.
4.3.1 Jam Resistance of DS-SS
To proceed with the comparison hetween UWB and DS-SS, consider a DS-SS system
utilizing hinary PSK, with a hit interval Be, chip interval BT , and spreading factor
Le = Be IB,. Within the hit interval 0 < t < Be, the transmitted signal is [19]:
where do = ±1 is the information symbol, cry,denotes the PN code sequence,Mt)i
the chip waveform (normalized such that f +0°' pe2(t)dt = 1), and BE is the energy per
chip. The energy per bit of the DS-SS is Be = licE,12. The code chip sequence is
uncorrelated such that B [Cn Cm] = B [ca ] E [Cm] for n m.
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For comparison with the UWB Gaussian monocycle, assume that the DS-SS
chip waveform Mt) is a normal Gaussian pulse as shown in Fig. 4.4 and given hy
Figure 4.4 Chip waveform of DS-SS.
The Gaussian monocycle is the derivative of the Gaussian pulse. In practice,
the monocycle is the transmitted waveform resulting from high pass filtering hy
the transmit antenna of a Gaussian pulse. In Fig. 4.4 the temporal waveforms of
normal Gaussian and Gaussian monocycle are compared with the same effective time
duration.
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Similar to the model in (4.8), the received signal R(t) is corrupted hy interference
modeled hy (4.6). Assuming ideal phase coherence and synchronization and the
receiver, following carrier demodulation with cos 27r Iit and despreading with the PN
In (4.46), A I denotes the interference carrier offset with respect to the DS-SS
carrier. If we define v = A/W, where W is DS-SS handwidth, v measures the ratio of
interference carrier to system handwidth. Since there is assumed a passband prefilter
4.3.2 Comparison of Jam Resistance between UWB and DS-SS
Comparing the processing gain for UWB with a Gaussian monocycle (4.37) and
DS-SS with Gaussian chips (4.51), it is ohserved that they have a similar form.
Both processing gains are function of the parameter a. As mentioned earlier, the
parameter a measures the comparative bandwidth hetween the interference and either
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system. Both parameters and Lc have the same meaning of spreading factors which
are the alternatives to the spreading ratio in the time domain. The two processing
gain expressions contain different parameters for the interference carrier offset. With
UWB, this parameter is 7 = feTp , while with DS-SS it is v = (fed — h) /W. We
can relate the two parameters as follows. Since UWB is carrier-less, we define the
`carrier' as the center frequency W/2 of UWB handwidth. It follows that for UWB,
the interference carrier offset is A./ = fj — W/2. From the definition of Cy, we have
Figures 4.7 and 4.8 show the comparison of jam resistance with for —0.5 <
v < 0.5, for widehand interference (a = 1) and narrowband interference (a << 1),
respectively. The two figures were generated with the same handwidth spreading
factor for the hoth the UWB and DS-SS signals, i.e., = L, = 100. In Fig. 4.7,
the widehand interference (a = 1) has the same handwidth as either system. It is
ohserved that UWB has a higher jammer resistance than DS-SS over most of the range
of v. Only when v 0.5, the curve of monocycle falls helow that of DS-SS. As for
narrowhand interference shown in Fig. 4.8, it is ohvious that the UWB system have a
higher ahility to suppress interference than DS-SS for most cases of —0.5 < v < 0.5.
Furthermore, the advantage of UWB increases dramatically when v	 —0.5 and
v	 0.5. In another words, the jam resistance of UWB has a large variation as a
function of the interference carrier frequency.
4.4 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, performance of UWB communications in the presence of interference
was analyzed. Closed-form expressions were provided for the jammer resistance of a
PPM UWB system utilizing rectangular pulses. Simple approximations were ohtained
for special cases (narrowhand interference). Such analysis is extended to two practical
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UWB waveforms: Gaussian and Rayleigh monocycles. A comparison hetween the
interference suppression capahilities of UWB and DS-SS is executed under certain
assumptions. It is shown that for wideband interference (interference handwidth
is equal to spread spectrum handwidth) UWB has a advantage of interference
suppression over DS-SS for most of case. The more practical situation is, however, a
narrowband interference affecting the communication link. In this case, we showed
that UWB has a hetter ahility than DS-SS to suppress interference.
Ahove analysis ahout the jam resistance is just based on the system using hinary
PPM. Additional work is required to extend these results to multilevel PPM. Another
issue that will be considered in the future work are signal processing for improved
jam resistance and the effect on the jam resistance of the processing gain due to
pseudorandom time hopping user code.





CAPACITY OF UWB SINGLE-USER SYSTEMS
UWB technology promises to deliver large amounts of data with very low power
spectral density. The ultra-widehand radio concept is very attractive as it seeks
to open large amounts of spectrum to a variety of users and at the same time it
claims little interference hetween them. Unlike conventional wireless communications
systems that are carrier-hased, UWB-hased communications is hasehand. It uses a
series of short pulses that spread the energy of the signal within a few GHz handwidth.
From communication theory, with so extensive handwidth occupied hy UWB
pulse, the UWB system has the potential to speedup wireless data transfer rates.
Data rates of 40 Mbps to 2 Ghps have heen mentioned, hut little to no analysis has
been made availahle as to what is actually possihle from an information theoretic
point of view.
In this chapter, the channel capacity of UWB communications system utilizing
the different modulation schemes (PPM, hi-phase and on-off keying) was computed
for the AWGN and multipath channels. The capacity of UWB is calculated with the
UWB-specific constraints are added. These are the power spectrum density under
FCC Part 15 rules and the spreading ratio constraints. Since gigahertz unoccupied
slices of handwidth are not availahle at microwave frequencies, under FCC regulations,
UWB radio must he treated as spurious interference to all other communication
systems. The FCC is currently allowing UWB emissions on an unlicensed hasis for
various applications. Unintended out of hand emissions are governed by FCC Part 15
rules. In the study of UWB link hudget in Chapter 3, it showed how the regulatory
constraints on the PSD of the transmitted signal imposed hy FCC affect the maximum
range of UWB communication links. Thus it is of interest to study the information
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theoretic channel capacity as a function of the distance hetween the transmitter and
receiver.
A second UWB-specific constraint is the spreading ratio. The precise definition
of spreading ratio for UWB has heen given in Chapter 2. Here we can simply interpret
the spreading ratio as the ratio hetween the handwidth that UWB system uses and
the bandwidth that UWB system needs to transmit the information. UWB is a spread
spectrum method in the sense that it use more handwidth than needed to carry the
data. The spreading ratio is determined either from the requirement to 'hide' the
UWB signal or conversely, from the requirement to suppress cochannel interference
[20], which is also can he regarded as the requirement of the multiple access capahility
for the UWB multi-user system. Our goal is to develop an understanding of the role
of spreading ratio play in determining the channel capacity of UWB communications.
Starting from the well known Shannon's capacity formula, we study the channel
capacity for AWGN channel with continuous-valued inputs and outputs. This
Shannon capacity expression is not the most suitahle to communications with digital
modulations. For instance, the capacity of communications channels utilizing PPM
needs to take into account that PPM is a modulation with discrete-valued inputs and
continuous-valued outputs and that PPM signals are orthogonal[10, 21]. we compute
such discrete-valued inputs and continuous-valued outputs channel capacity for an
PPM UWB system. As the comparison, capacities of UWB system with hi-phase
and on-off keying are also discussed in this chapter.
Study of capacity for AWGN channel is important since it provide the insight
into how fast and how far the UWB signal can carry the information over the ideal
channel. However the practical UWB transmission channel is the multipath channel,
especially for the indoor applications. Thus further study of capacity of UWB
communications for the multipath channel hecomes more interesting and attractive
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for UWB system deployment in the real world, such as system configuration and
UWB link coverage, etc.
Numhers of UWB channel models have been proposed to IEEE 802.15.3a task
group for the channel modeling as part of the PHY proposal in the future UWB
communications standards. In Chapter 3, we introduced the modified S-V model
recommended by IEEE 802.15.3a task group. In this chapter, we will use this channel
model to compute the UWB capacity.
The nake receiver is employed to detect the signals in a multipath environment.
In [22], an all Rake (ARake) receiver was defined as the receiver with the unlimited
resources (taps or correlators)and instant adaptahility, so that it can, in principle,
comhine all of the resolved multipath components. Alternatively, the selective nake
(Snake) receiver, which comhines only the L strongest paths, may he employed. Here
we study the capacity of multipath channel for these two types of Rake receivers. In
hoth of the cases, maximum ratio comhining is employed.
The reminder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.1 gives the UWB
signal model. Analysis of capacity for AWGN channel is carried out in Section 5.2,
followed by the computation of capacity for multipath channel in Section 5.3. Finally,
conclusions are provided in Section 5.4.
5.1 Single-User UWB Systems Model
The model for the single-user systems utilizing the Mary modulation scheme can he
ohtained from the general UWB signal model given in (2.8). Since only one user are
assumed operating in the system, we have c 11) = 0. The transmitted signal Si (t),
which is belonging to the M-ary signal set (Si (t), S2(t), Smut)), can he expressed
as
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All the parameters in (5.1) have the same definitions as in (2.8). To calculate
the UWB capacity, more assumptions are made on the signal model:
1. For the Mary PPM, the time shift for the PPM eppm are assumed as T1/M.
2. The symbol energy E, is equal to BpBp , where Bp  is the numher of the UWB
pulses transmitted for each data symhol, and it is related to UWB pulse
repetition frequency (PRF) (defined as PRF=1/T1 ) as PRF = BARS, where
R, is the symhol rate. As we discussed previously in chapter 2, in order to
meet both average and peak emission limit regulated hy FCC, the value of BAD
is minimum integer that meet PRF = BARB, > 1 MHz.
Spreading ratio p for UWB system is defined in (2.9). For every communication
system, p> 1 and the equality holds only when ideal pulse waveform of sinc function
are modulated [5]. For the UWB system with Fourier bandwidth W = clef, we can
obtain p > 2c from (2.9) hased on the previously assumption for PPM, which are
PPM  > TA and eS > Tf = MTPPM . Since the typical value of the c for UWB pulses
are around 3, we will consider the cases for p > 5 in this paper. When p > 5, UWB
can he regarded as the spread spectrum system.
Communications utilizing UWB and DS-SS signals are similar in the sense that
hoth techniques utilize short pulses (chips in DS-SS) to spread the spectrum. Yet,
there are fundamental differences hetween the two methods. UWB is carrier-less and
the pulses emitted hy the transmitter are discontinuous. Conversely, DS-SS signals
have a carrier and are time-continuous. With traditional DS-SS, the wide handwidth
is achieved hy modulating the data message with a pseudo-noise (PN) sequence.
The spectrum spreading is obtained as a result of the PN property and the narrow
chip of the modulating sequence. Unlike DS-SS, the spread handwidth of the UWB
waveform is generated directly and not hy modulation with a separate spreading
sequence. The large spreading ratio of UWB is due to the extremely short pulse,
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which generates a very wide instantaneous handwidth signal, and is achieved at the
receiver hy time-gating matched to the pulse duration.
By its definition, spread spectrum is inefficient from the point of view of the
spectral efficiency of a single user. As previously mentioned, its application in UWB
is motivated hy the need to keep the power spectral density low and to limit the effect
of interference (which leads to the ahility of multiple users to share the handwidth).
Same as other spread spectrum systems, the larger spreading ratio will henefit
an UWB system with the lower prohahility of interception, hetter electromagnetic
compatihility and higher multiple-access capahility. In the meantime, the large
spreading ratio could reduce the handwidth efficiency and results in the low capacity
(hasis) for UWB system. In the Section 5.2 and Section 5.3, we will examine the
trade off between the UWB system capacity with the spreading ratio over AWGN
and multipath channels.
5.2 Capacity of UWB Systems over AWGN Channel
In this section, the channel capacity for UWB single-user system will he computed.
The channel model is assumed as the AWGN channel with two-sided noise spectral
density B0 /2.
From (5.2), it can he perceived that at T-R separation A m, the higher capacity
could he ohtained either hy increasing the signal power /37.(A) or expanding the
Shannon handwidth B. We assume that the signal has heen transmitted hy its
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maximum power, our following study will focus on the relation between the capacity
and Shannon handwidth B.
In the general communication system (non-spread spectrum system), the
Shannon bandwidth O is equal to the Fourier bandwidth W. Thus Shannon capacity
for those non-spread spectrum system can be written as Shannon = W log2 (1 + PNro(id4),).
Since the Fourier bandwidth W of communications system are always limited hy the
FCC, for the non-spread spectrum system, it is not practical to get the high capacity
hy expanding the Shannon bandwidth O.
Things are different for the spread spectrum system. Since W >> B, it is
possihle for system to achieve a higher capacity hy increasing the handwidth O
without requiring more Fourier bandwidth W. Ohviously, to do so, spread spectrum
system will lose the benefit of the spreading ratio which plays an important role
in determining the jam resistance and multiple-access capahility in spread spectrum
system. Therefore, our UWB capacity analysis is carried out as a function of the
spreading ratio.
Suhstituting (2.9) into (5.2), the Shannon capacity for spread spectrum UWB
with handwidth W and spreading ratio p can he written as:
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the UWB system operating in the low hand (3.1 GHz - 5.15 GHz), and Fig. 5.5 and
Fig. 5.6 are generated for UWB system of the high frequency hand (5.875 GHz - 10.6
GHz). For hoth of systems, Cshannon is demonstrated by two manner. First we show
Channon as the function of T-n separation d when the spreading ratio from p = 5 to
p = 500 are prescrihed. Then the capacity CgShannon is illustrated as the function of p
for different case of d.
5.2.2 Discrete-Input Continuous-Output Capacity
In this section, we will compute the capacity for UWB system in AWGN channel
when the digital modulation is considered.
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input U, p(U) is the M-ary source prohahility distrihution. Since S is an invertihle
function of U, the capacity can he expressed C = maxp (s)/(Y, S). In addition,
as we consider the symmetrical M-ary modulated signals, capacity is achieved with
a uniform source distribution, p(S = s ib) = 1/M, for i = 1,M.The capacity
expression with respect to the symmetrical inputs {s i , Om } can be obtained





In M-ary PPM system, when the signal sib is transmitted over the AWGN channel
with two-sided noise spectral density B0 /2, the component of channel output B, are
conditional independent Gaussian random variahles
Ye is N(/BS, B0/2) j =
Ye 	 is 	 N(0, Bo /2) 	 j
	
(5.6)
where the symbol N (a, b) denotes the Gaussian distrihution with mean a and variance
b.
Therefore, the M-ary PPM capacity CM-PPM in AWGN channel as a function of
the channel symbol SNR ryo = 2B S /Bo can he obtained hy using the distrihution of
(in (5.6)) into (5.5), the final expression is given as in [10]
M
Cm_ppm (-yob) = log2 M — EvIsi log2 E expo [VTD(vi — vi)] [bits/symbol], 	 (5.7)i-1
where the random variahles v i , i = 1, M have the following distribution conditional
on the transmitted signal s ib (due to the symmetry of M-ary PPM, any signal can
serve to condition the output):
	v1 	 is N( yo, 1)
	
vi 	is g(0, 1)	 i 	 1. 	 (5.8)
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Even through Mary PPM capacity has to he ohtained hy Monte Carlo runs of
(5.7), it is possible to develop a closed form express for the special case of M = 2 as
given in [231].
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The capacities in (5.7), (5.11) and (5.12) are alone evaluated as function of
the channel symbol SNR 'yo. To make them applicahle to UWB, it is necessary to
customize the expression of 70 for UWB. Next the specific UWB constraints will he
added.
As we mentioned hefore, Shannon bandwidth O for an modulated signal is
related to symhol time e, as O = NI (2T„). Thus in the UWB system with Fourier
handwidth W and spreading ratio p, the symhol duration T, can he expressed as:
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Based on above equations of capacities, as the example, we present the results
for the UWB system operating at low band (3.1 GHz - 5.15 GHz). Fig. 5.7 shows
the capacities of UWB over AWGN channel as the function of T-R separation d when
the spreading ratio p = 5, the capacities of UWB system utilizing Mary PPM are
compared with the capacity of the system with bi-phase and on-off keying. As we
discussed before, p = 5 is the minimum value of the spreading ratio could be achieved
hy UWB signal under our assumptions on the system model, therefore Fig. 5.7
exhihits the UWB capacities for different modulation without spectrum spreading.
In this scenario, the duty cycle of the UWB pulses are almost equal to B (B = M
for Mary PPM, B = 1 for bi-phase and on-off keying). Since the handwidth W
are given from 3.1 GHz - 5.15 GHz and spreading ratio is a fixed value 5, Shannon
handwidth in Fig. 5.7 for different modulations are same, e.g., O = W/5. It can he
ohserved that given Shannon handwidth O, the system with 4-PPM will achieve the
higher capacity (hits/s) than other M-ary PPM scheme when the UWB T-R distance
is within 20 meters. It also can he shown that hy given the same O, the capacities
(bits/s) of UWB system utilizing on-off keying and bi-phase could be twice more than
the capacity of the system with 4-PPM at the short distance (d < 5m).
The trade off hetween the UWB capacity and spreading ratio are illustrated in
Fig. 5.8 and Fig. 5.9 for d= 3m and d= 15m respectively. Among the M-ary PPM
capacity curves, the one for M = 4 always on the top which indicates the optimal
M for M-ary PPM UWB is Mgp  t = 4. From those two figures, it can be observed
that reducing the spreading ratio can always bring the high capacity benefit for UWB
system when the channel is modeled as AWGN. Since the spreading ratio p is related
to symhol duration e, given in (5.14) and 7", pTf is defined in signal model in
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Thus for an UWB system with the handwidth W and fixed Np  (number of pulses
modulated in one symhol, in this chapter we choose p as the minimum integers
than meet PRF = pR, > 1MHz), the value of spreading ratio is determined hy how
close the transmitted pulses are adjacent to each other. Therefore, in AWGN channel,
in order to ohtain the higher capacity, the UWB pulses should be placed as close as
possible, as long as the corresponding spreading ratio meet the system requirement.
However this situation is not always true over the multipath channel. Due to the
delay spread from channel responds, the sequence of pulses are received from single
pulse transmission. Intuitively, the interference will happen when the pulse frame
time Tf is less than the maximum delay spread of the channel. Such interference
can be classified into two kinds. One is called inter-symbol-interference (ISI) which
is caused hy delay spread of previous pulses helonged to the prior symhols. Still, in
multipath channel, transmitting the pulse more close can result in the lower spreading
ratio, hence result in the higher capacity. On the other hand, the possihle ISI due to
T1 < ein could reduced the capacity of UWB system. In following section, the UWB
capacity will he studied for multipath channel. The trade off between the spreading




where a9p(T) = 0 when T < —Bp or T > T9 . The noise part nimbi of the output Rake
finger is zero mean Gaussian random variables with the variance oil = B o /2.
Several comhining techniques are employed in Rake receiver to comhine the
detected multipath components. Among them, the optimum comhiner is the maximal
ratio combiner (MRC). By using MRC, the output signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the
Rake receiver is the sum of the SNRs of each individual diversity branch [19], which
yields the maximum output SNR comparing with other comhining technique. The
weight for the lath tap finger output A/ can he estimated from the receiver's knowledge
of the channel.
In this paper, channel information is assumed perfectly known at the receiver,
thus the delay of L-tap Rake receiver 0 1 and the weights of the MRC can he estimated
perfectly, e.g., A = hk when 01 = Tk, for 1 = 1, 2, .., L and k = 1, 2, ..., K. If we denote
the Rake receiver parameter Oh A i l as A, and the channel information {Lk, h k } as Q,
we have A E Q.
Finally, the output of the Rake receiver after MRC is y id, j = 1, 2, ... , M, given
by
L-1 	 L-1 	 L-1 	 L-1
yid = E Awi , ili = E Atnimi + E Atzi,ili + E Atnimi
1=0 	 1=0 	 1=0 	 1-0
	= iii + zmi + iii, 	 (5.28)
where iii is the Gaussian random variables with zeros mean and variance an =
irt0 A9 . xjli in (5.28) is the combined signal components which has following
expression
	E  L-1	 Np-1 Np -1
Dili = \/ -1 E At E E a ia ja gpo j - bigpp m - (n — m)T f + 	 , (5.29)
	1=0	 a-0 m=0
and the comhined IASI components is
In addition to IASI, for Mary PPM, these are another type of interference could
he harmful to the system. This kind of interference is hidden in the desired signal
part xj i i
 and will happen when agp[(bj — bi )Tppm + Oil 0 0 for bib bib. Ideally,
despite of ISI, the desired signal output of the jth correlator for the ith transmitted
signal should he zero when i j, due to orthogonality hetween the reference signal
Oi (t) and the signal part in received signal r(t). However this orthogonality could he
destroyed hy the delay spread of the multipath channel, resulting in an interference.
This type of interference is named as self-interference (SI) to distinguish it from IASI.
In Appendix, for system using Mary PPM, the sufficient condition for no SI is shown
identical to the condition for no IASI. Apparently, no SI will happen for hi-phase and
on-off keying modulated system.
In this thesis, IASI component D ili
 is assumed as a Gaussian random variahle
with zero mean and variance a!. The value of the cr is depend on the multipath
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channel parameter characteristic as well as the symbol time T. We also assume
IASI component zjiand AWGN oise Dlre tw  i.i.d. random variables. From
above analysis, conditional on the channel information Q, the output of the jth
correlator corresponding to the ith signal input ye can be regarded as a Gaussian
random variahles as
Note that the result of ye in (5.31) is suitable for M-ary PPM, bi-phase and on-off
keying. Due to IASI and SI (only for PPM), the output y ea in (5.31) are random
variables and has the different distribution with yea in (5.6) and (5.13) for AWGN
channel. Thus, capacities for Mary PPM, bi-phase and on-off keying signals over
the multipath channel may only evaluated by the Mary capacity expression in (5.5),
the simplified expressions for AWGN channel in (5.7), (5.11) and (5.12) can not
be used for the multipath channel. Conditioning upon channel information Q, we
denote Cm_ ary (Y; S I Q) as the conditional capacity (bits/symbol) for M-ary signal
over the multipath channel. The numerical result of Cm_ar y (Y; S I Q) can be obtained




The conditional capacity C14_ ary (Y; S Q) (bits/s)in previous sections was calculated
based on single channel realization. Due to the multipath channel fading, the channel
parameter Q are random variables at the different channel realizations. Therefore
the information theoretic capacities over the multipath channel are also random
variables when the fading effect are considered. Capacities can be characterized by
their complementary cumulative distribution functions (CCDF). In turn, numerical
CCDFs can be evaluated empirically from Monte-Carlo simulations.
The above analysis of the capacity for multipath channel is performed for the
general L-tap rake receiver. In [22], an all nake (ARake) receiver was defined as
the receiver with unlimited number of correlators. Since we assume the channel
information is perfectly known at the receiver, parameter of Anake A will be identical
to channel information Q, such that, theoretically it combines all of the resolved
multipath components. Since Er_ i 1 is assumed in the multipath channel
model, the results for ARake are identical to the AWGN. Alternatively, the receiver
may employ a selective nake (Snaked) receiver, which combines only the L strongest
paths.
In Fig. 5.10 and Fig. 5.11, the 10% outage capacity of Snaked with L = 20 are
plotted as function of distance d with spreading ratio p = 1 and p = 5 respectively. In
both figures, the capacities of UWB system employing 4-PPM (for Mgt = 4), on-off
keying and bi-phase are compared. The UWB system performs in low band (3.1
GHz - 5.15 GHz) and the transmitted power is subject to the FCC PSD limitation.
The UWB capacity for AWGN channel, also showed in Fig. 5.10 and Fig. 5.11 as a
comparison,
Furthermore, as a function of spreading ratio p, the 10% outage capacity for
the Snaked with L = 20 are shown in Fig. 5.12 and Fig. 5.13.
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5.4 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we compute channel capacity of M-ary PPM UWB communications
for the AWGN and multipath channels.
Starting from the known capacity of PPM orthogonal signals, the computation
of UWB capacity for the AWGN channel takes into account UWB specific constraints.
The constraints are the power spectrum density limitation under FCC Part 15
rules and the spreading ratio required to achieve a specified jam resistance level.
UWB capacity in AWGN channel is expressed as a function of spreading ratio and
communication range. Trade-offs between capacity and range of communications and
between capacity and spreading ratio are explored. We also compute the capacity of
UWB system over the multipath channel. By assuming the channel information is
perfectly known at the receiver, the complementary cumulative distribution function
(CCDF) of the capacities are obtained for ARake receiver and Snake receiver. In
both cases, MRC is employed. Similar as the capacity over AWGN channel, outage
capacity (such as 10% outage) of the UWB system over the multipath channel are
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Figure 5.7 M-ary PPM, bi-phase and on-off keying capacity









Figure 5.8 At the distance d=3m, the trade off between































CAPACITY OF UWB MULTIPLE-ACCESS SYSTEMS
Time-hopping is used in UWB to as a multiple-access method. In this case, the
inter-user interference will he the factor limiting communications. Some puhlished
work has addressed the issue of how many users can the UWB channel support
[24, 25]. This work demonstrates the trade off hetween the achievahle data rate, hit
error prohability (BEP) and the numher of users. In this chaptert, the results in
[25] and [26] will he extended in several ways: (1) compute the information theoretic
capacity of an UWB multiuser system suhject to the specific pulse waveform, (2)
consider Mary PPM.
In this chapter, the channel capacity of Mary PPM UWB communications over
multiple-access channels is computed. The capacity for multiple-access channels is
derived from SNR considerations. A certain SNR is required to achieve a specified hit
error prohahility (BEP). The noise floor raises with the numher of users. We assume
UWB transmissions utilizing a rectangular pulse. It should he mentioned that the
same analysis can he extended to other practical waveforms.
This chapter is organized as follows. It hegin with multiple-access UWB systems
model in section 6.1. Analysis of M-ary PPM UWB capacity for multiple-access
system is carried out in section 6.2. Finally, conclusions and future works are provided
in section 6.3.
6.1 Multiple-Access UWB Systems Model
The time-hopping Mary PPM system model examined in this paper is similar to that
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where T(1) is the time delay associated with user v and D(t) is zero-mean AWGN with
power spectral density B0 /2.
Without loss generality, we assume the desired user is v = 1. The optimal
receiver for single-user UWB signal is the M-ary pulse correlation receiver followed
by a detector, as shown in Fig. 6.2. We assume the receiver is perfectly synchronized
to user 1, i.e., T(1) is known. Furthermore, the time hopping sequence c;.,,l) is known at
the receiver. The Mary correlation receiver for user 1 consists of M filters matched









Figure 6.2 UWB receiver for user 1.
which can be put in the form:
A(') + 	 B	 signal
=
B	 no signal,
where BI and B are respectively, the multiple-access interference (MAI) and AWGN.
We have
NuKf




 = faKf D(t)4 1) (t — Deb f — c;21) )dt.(a-1)K1
For any pulse p(S) with duration Tp , we define the correlation h(0):If
h(0) = f p(t)p(t — 0)dt.
Then the MAI component in (6.6) can be written
Nu








where 0 is the time difference hetween users 1 and v. The time difference 0 can be
expressed:
To provide a statistical characterization of A, the following assumption are
made:
1. The time-hopping code elements 	 aree random, independent, identically
distributed (i.i.d.) with a uniform distribution over the frame interval T1 for
v = 1, ..., Bu and for all j.
2. Each user v has a uniform distributed data source, such that the probability
of any Mary PPM symbol is 1/M. We further assume that the data
sequences corresponding to all users consist of independent symbols. Hence
the corresponding time shifts d ) are also independent identically distributed
(i.i.d.) random variables.
3. The time delays rev ) are also assumed random, i.i.d uniformly distributed over
the frame interval.
Under the assumptions listed above, and noting that MAI pulses of interest fall
within the same UWB frame, the time difference 0 is a random variable uniformly
distributed over the interval [—Tf ,T1]. This interval allows to accommodate also 0
with negative sign. At the output of user l's receiver, the distribution of the MAI
component BI depends on the statistical characteristics of 0. Strictly speaking, the
multiple-access interference BI is not Gaussian. However, by assuming perfect power
control, we make the Gaussian assumption for the MAI BI by invoking the central
limit theorem for a sufficiently large number of users Bad.
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From (6.5), the output of the sampler at user l's receiver consists of independent
Gaussian random variahles yid distributed as follows:
6.2 Capacity of UWB Multiple-Access Systems
Consider a UWB system utilizing a rectangular waveform. The UWB pulse pre (t) is
expressed as in (2.1).
Then the correlation function for rectangular pulse waveform pre (t) in (2.1) is
given by:
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From this expression, it can be observed that for a low number of users, the
performance is noise limited. Conversely, for a number of users Bu > (3M)p/(270 ),
the performance increasingly becomes interference limited.
The multiple-access channel is modeled as an AWGN channel with two-sided
noise spectral density a + N0 /2. Similar as the capacity of AWGN channel as in
where T, is determined by bandwidth W and spreading ratio p as in (5.14).
In generating the figures in this section, we focused on the effect of MAI and thus
ignored the effect of thermal noise. Fig. 6.4 and Fig. 6.5 present the user capacity in
bits/s of UWB as a function of the number of users for various number of modulation
levels M. The bandwidth is assumed as low band with W = 3.1 — 5.15GHz. The
curves were obtained by Monte Carlo runs of (6.21) with p = 5 and p = 10 in Fig.
6.4 and Fig. 6.5 respectively.
For a better understanding of the trade-offs among the variables governing the
user capacity, it is of interest to develop a closed form expression for (6.21). This is
possible for the special case of M = 2. From (5.11), the user capacity in the presence
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A lower hound is of interest as it indicates the worst case of user capacity in the
presence of MAGI.
In Fig. 6.6, the lower bound (6.24) is plotted as a function of symhol SNR 'ye
along with the exact hinary PPM capacity per (6.23). The capacity generated hy
Monte Carlo runs of (6.21) is also plotted for the comparison. It can he ohserved that
the lower hound given in (6.24) is very close to the actual capacity, particularly for
SNR values of interest -y1 > 5 dB.
The model for multi-user UWB assumes that each user contrihutes a fraction
of the traffic in the channel. The aggregate capacity in the channel is ohtained hy
summing all the user capacities,
Figure 6.7 presents the aggregate capacity in hits/s for hinary PPM UWB with a
handwidth W = 3.1 — 5.15 GHz. The aggregate capacity is evaluated as a function of
numher of users for spreading ratios p = 10. The curves were generated using (6.23)
and (6.25). From the figure it can he ohserved that when the numher of the users is
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increased without hound, the aggregate capacity converges to a constant value. The
asymptotic capacities for Bu -+ oo are also shown in the figure.
The upper hound on the multi-user aggregate capacity can he also proved
theoretically. In the appendix it is shown that the individual user capacity for ryl -4 0
is upper hound hy
From (6.20) and (6.26), the aggregate capacity defined in (6.25) has an upper hound
for small SNR 'Ft
Not surprisingly, this upper hound is proportional to the spreading ratio p.
6.3 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, the channel capacity of M-ary PPM UWB communications was
computed over multiple-access channels. Under the assumptions, the multiple-access
noise component at the receiver is modeled Gaussian. The SNR expressions is
developed for UWB utilizing rectangular pulses. An expression for the UWB capacity
for multiple-access channel is developed as a function of the numher of users. A closed
form expression was developed for the channel capacity for hinary PPM. Using this
expression, a lower hound was found for the user channel capacity. An upper hound
was found for the aggregate capacity of all users. This upper hound is proportional











































Figure 6.4 User capacity of UWB multiple-access systems as
a function of number of users Bu for p = 5.
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Figure 6.5 User capacity for multi-user UWB as a function of




The increased depletion of the frequency spectrum due to soaring wireless applications
calls for the development of new efficient wireless technologies [30]. The existing
paradigm of portions of the spectrum allocated to specific applications that ties up
significant portions of the spectrum, even when the traffic is light, is not efficient.
The UWB radio concept is very attractive as it promises to open large amounts of
spectrum to a variety of users and at the same time it claims little interference between
users. Not being subject to cochannel interference problems will lead to much simpler
spectrum management schemes, maybe as far as no spectrum management required.
Carrier-less signals will lead to simpler radios.
In addition, the increased interest in UWB communications is motivated by the
assessment that this technology can provide reliable high data rate communications.
Very low power spectral densities and high processing gain will enable overlay and
ensure only minimal mutual interference between UWB and other applications. The
ultra-wide bandwidth makes such communications robust with respect to multipath
fading [24, 31, 32]. High ratios between the signal and information bandwidth
(processing gain) makes this technology attractive to multiple access applications.
The original contribution of this research are:
• Assess the jam resistance of UWB using binary PPM.
• Compare the jam resistance capability between UWB and DS-SS under certain
conditions.
• Investigate UWB link budget under FCC Part 15 Rules.
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• Evaluate the information theoretic capacity of single-user M-ary modulated
UWB wireless communications over AWGN and multipath channels.
• Calculate the user capacity and aggregate capacity for multiple-access UWB
system using binary PPM.
APPENDIX A
UPPER BOUND ON CAPACITY OF BINARY PPM WITH MAI
In this appendix, we prove the upper bound (6.26) on the individual user capacity of
binary PPM with MAI.
The exponential function can be expressed as a power series
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APPENDIX B
SUFFICIENT CONDITION FOR NO ISI
> Be +Amp 2
((72— m))1A1 > Ad + 7.4aAnti)
> no ISI.  
711))1 e f    
or
( 0 Amp) B + T,,,> (B.13)
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A1 > Be + Amp
 2 6)1
 - 2m /   )) 
(B.7)      
Since D = 1, .., p , m = 1, .., p , and D m, i = 1, M, j = 1, M, we have   
min ( — (D m)
M
(B.8)    
In addition, because Am there is no solution for (B.7). We solve (B.7)2
and finally get condition for no IASI as following:
T1 > M(Tm + Tp) 	 > no IASI for PPM. 	 (B.9)
For the bi-phase and on-off keying modulation, e is given as e = (D — m)T1 +
Thus the condition of no IASI in (B.7) and (B.7) can be modified to bi-phase and on-off
keying modulation as
and the condition can finally obtained
T1 > Tarn + Ap 	 no ISI for bi-pahse and on-off keying. 	 (B.12)
The condition for no SI can be obtained when e is defined as e = (b ib—)Bppm
01 when i 74 j. Obviously SI only occur for PPM system, it never happen in the system
utilizing bi-phase and on-off keying. After similar derivation as we did above, we have
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Since min (I VI) = 1/M for i 74 j, the condition of no SI is identical to the condition
of no ISI for PPM system, e.g.,
T 1 > M (Am + Bp) 	 no SI for PPM. 	 (B.15)
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